
The SteriData™ Logger is very easy to use: just plug it into 
your autoclave and sterilize as normal. Every time you run 
a cycle, the SteriData™ Logger will assign a unique steril-
ization cycle ID, save it with a date and time stamp, and 
record the temperature and pressure. This is automatic. 
As long as the device is plugged into the autoclave, the 
cycle data will be saved to the SD card, which is included. 
When you want to backup the data or review it, just plug 
the SD card into your computer and open the text file.

LOGGER
Paperless alternative to a printer

Automatic

Paperless

Ribbonless

Compliant

Compatible*

*Compatible with:
 Ritter/Midmark, SciCan Statim and Tuttnauer

How it Works

...ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT OF:



“We have been using a paper printer for a 

long time and when we found out about the 

SteriData™ Logger, we decided to buy one. 

What a big difference, no more noisy 

printer always disturbing everyone in the 

office. The cost savings are also a great 

benefit as we no longer have to buy 

replacement paper rolls and ink cartridges. 

The best decision we made.” —Betty

Go Green!

Sample of SteriData™ 
Logger Recording

Stop Struggling with 
Ribbons and Paper... • Reduce cost: Eliminate buying

   paper and ink ribbons.

• Less time consuming: Continuously
   records every cycle, up to 15 years’
   worth of data! No more downtime
   due to running out of ink or paper!
   (We recommend changing the SD
   card annually).

• No noise: Quietly records cycle
   data, no more printer noise.

• Easier record archiving: Save
   and back-up records on a computer, 
   no need to store piles of paper
   receipts.

• Includes Cycle Number, Date
   and Time

The SteriData™ Logger 
records and saves all 
data cycles digitally!

Why go digital?

Make / Model                        Stock No.

Ritter / Midmark M9 / M11 NEW Series         M1219-DL

Ritter / Midmark M3 / M9 / M11 OLD Series          M1219- DL-OS

SciCan Statim 2000* / 5000*           S1219-DL

Tuttnauer 2340* / 2540* / 3870* /EZ9* / EZ10*        T1219-DL

 

SteriData™ Logger is compatible with these makes and models:

*Call for available configurations

Authorized Distributor:

39 Western Highway
West Nyack NY 10994

www.DuralineSystems.com
Toll-Free: 877-561-0500


